Suit filed against UI College of Dentistry

Joe Yates

The Daily Iowan

UI medical students are taking legal action to protest the U.S. military's decision to close the UI College of Dentistry. The decision to close the program, which was made in May of 1990, is currently under consideration by the UI administration. The group claims that the decision was made without adequate consultation with students and faculty involved in the program.

The group, which calls itself the "IU College of Dentistry Alumni Association," said it was formed to "preserve the history and traditions of the UI College of Dentistry." The group has been working with UI officials to try to save the program, and has held several meetings with them.

The U.S. military announced in May that it would close the UI College of Dentistry at the end of the current academic year. The decision was made after a review of the program's performance, which showed that it was not meeting the standards set by the U.S. military.

The group says it is working with UI officials to try to save the program, and has held several meetings with them. The group has also been in contact with members of Congress and other government officials to try to influence the decision.

The group is planning to file a lawsuit against the U.S. military if the program is not saved. The group says it is working with legal experts to prepare the lawsuit.

The group is also planning to hold a rally on the UI campus to draw attention to its cause.

Mary Williams, former regent

"I don't feel like the UI has a friendly face for females, whether they are faculty or students."

Clean sweep

UI Hospital and Clinics Plant Maintenance workers Mike Leamn and a group of workers cleaned the bottom of the hospital's fountain Monday afternoon.

Groups continue to protest UISA budget allocations

President
donna flynn

"I held mandatory meetings so we can optimize funds for those who need assistance.

The Daily Iowan

UI's Daily Iowan budget managers and other university officials met with the Daily Iowan budget managers and other university officials to discuss the UISA budget allocations. The meeting was held to discuss the UISA budget allocations and to determine how the money will be spent.

The Daily Iowan budget managers and other university officials met with the Daily Iowan budget managers and other university officials to discuss the UISA budget allocations. The meeting was held to discuss the UISA budget allocations and to determine how the money will be spent.

The Daily Iowan budget managers and other university officials met with the Daily Iowan budget managers and other university officials to discuss the UISA budget allocations. The meeting was held to discuss the UISA budget allocations and to determine how the money will be spent.

"I held mandatory meetings so we can optimize funds for those who need assistance," said Donna Flynn, the Daily Iowan's budget manager. "We are always looking for ways to improve our budget and make sure we are using the money wisely."

Flynn noted that the UISA budget allocations are being used to support a variety of programs throughout the university.

"We are able to keep our budget balanced thanks to the UISA," Flynn said. "This allows us to continue providing services to students and faculty and to support important initiatives on campus."
Rival newspapers struggle for subscribers
Shenandoah, Iowa, is the smallest city in the country competing daily.

Roger Mann
Associated Press

"There isn't room in many towns," President Travis of the Daily Iowan said. "I live and die newspapering."

But he has a battle on his hands. The Valley News Trader converted from a twice-weekly to a daily in January. The Shenandoah Daily, which has been a daily for over a century, added Saturdays last year.

Both editors say their papers have a loyal following.

"We're fighting over tidbits," Knowles said. "They're not the really big stories."

But the new daily has added another layer of competition for Shenandoah. The Shenandoah Daily is the only newspaper in town.

"We're afraid they'll siphon our business," Knowles added.

In Shenandoah, the war for readership is personal. The competition between the two papers is fierce.

"They're not the really big stories," Knowles said. "We're afraid they'll siphon our business."
Debate surrounds discussion of profs' oral competency skills
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Clear policy against genocide necessary

BYRON KENT WILKINSON

The re-agains, egalitarian Indian nations and others who represent the ethnic, cultural, and religious minorities in the Balkans and other parts of the region are uniting to call for a clear policy against genocide and to call on the United Nations to take effective measures to prevent it. The European Union and the United States are also increasing their efforts to stop the conflict in the Balkans.

John Hume, the leader of Sinn Fein, the Irish Republican Army, has called for a "peaceful" solution to the conflict in Northern Ireland. However, the British government has rejected this proposal.

The conflict in the Balkans has been ongoing for over 10 years, and it has caused the deaths of thousands of people. The United Nations has been trying to mediate the conflict, but so far, it has not been successful.

The United States has been increas­ing its involvement in the conflict, and it has sent troops to the region to help enforce a cease-fire. However, some analysts believe that this is not enough to end the conflict.

The United Nations has called for a "peaceful" solution to the conflict, and it has urged the parties to the conflict to negotiate a settlement. However, it is not clear if this will be successful, and the conflict is likely to continue for some time.
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The United States has been increas­ing its involvement in the conflict, and it has sent troops to the region to help enforce a cease-fire. However, some analysts believe that this is not enough to end the conflict.

The United Nations has called for a "peaceful" solution to the conflict, and it has urged the parties to the conflict to negotiate a settlement. However, it is not clear if this will be successful, and the conflict is likely to continue for some time.
Estonihe under added water during recent rains.
COMPLAINTS BRING ABOUT CHANGE

Wheelroom now a smoke-free zone

The Daily Iowan

The long battle for non-smokers to get an end to the smoke pall that wafts through the Wheelroom has come to a head. After three years of battling it out in the Board of Regents, LISD official, the Wheel is now smoke-free.

Visiting President for University of Iowa, Royce B. Jackson, said, "We have listened to the voices of many people who asked us to make this change."

The move comes in the wake of a bill introduced by Senate Majority Leader, Sen. Thomas B. Leach, R-Grimes, which would have made state buildings smoke-free. The bill, though it died at the end of the legislative session, had given Iowa's non-smokers hope for a smoke-free Wheelroom.

At a press conference today, Royce B. Jackson said, "We have made this change in the Wheelroom because we believe it is in the best interest of our students and staff."

Jackson said that the change was made after several months of consultation with the University's health center.

The Wheelroom had been a hotbed of tobacco smoke, with many students reporting that the smoke made it difficult to concentrate on their work.

The move to make the Wheelroom smoke-free was supported by a majority of the students and faculty.

"I think it's great," said one student. "I used to have to leave the building when I wanted to eat."

"I'm glad they finally did it," said another.

"It's about time," said a faculty member.

The move to make the Wheelroom smoke-free is expected to have a positive effect on the health of the students and staff.

Grassley says Clunts plans may have to be scaled back

Greg Smith
Associated Press

Monte Carlo — President Jimmy Carter's efforts to end the war in Vietnam may have to be scaled back, John Connally, White House aide to the president, said Monday.

"I don't think the war can be won," Connally told Associated Press. "I think we're in a position where we're going to have to negotiate a settlement."
Clinton pushes for economic plan

The president has taken a new approach to

make amends with Republicans.

Ian Kuenzer

Cleveland - President Clinton

opened a campaign-style push to

address Republican concerns about

his economic plan. The president

spoke in Cleveland the morning

after saying he had to scale back

his plans because of a “high level of

front resistance” from Republicans.

Clinton told a news conference

at a candy store that he had learned

the need to soften his stance.

“Today I came here to talk about

Washington's economic issues,”

he said. “But I had to put aside the

full package because it was clear

that the American people

are very concerned about the

speed of the recovery in

Washington.

Clinton's goal is to

push for a $500 billion

economic package that

would help to end the

growing recession.

He said Republicans are

concerned about the

speed of the recovery.

“Today I have to put

aside the full package

because I have learned

the need to soften

my approach,”

Clinton said.

He added that he is

open to working with

Republicans on a

modified version of

the plan.

“I will not stand

on the sidelines while

the economy stagnates,”

Clinton said. “I will

work with Republicans
to find a way to get

our economy moving.
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Sailors polled for opinions on gay ban

Most of the sailors who make up the Senate committee talked to want to ban the ban.

Associated Press
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The United States and others have been trying to force Haiti to send a peacekeeping force to end the war in recent weeks. The Senate has called for a compromise in which the United States would accept a more moderate government in Haiti. The Senate's committee on foreign relations has called for a compromise in which the United States would accept a more moderate government in Haiti.

Security Council to send U.N. peacekeepers to Haiti

Associated Press

UNITED NATIONS — The United States and former allies are likely to succeed in November when the Security Council appointed a special envoy to Haiti. The United States has called for a compromise in which the United States would accept a more moderate government in Haiti. The Senate's committee on foreign relations has called for a compromise in which the United States would accept a more moderate government in Haiti.
Kuwaiti authorities have decided to send a joint team of experts and investigators from the International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC) to Kuwait to investigate reports of violations of international humanitarian law. The ICRC team, which includes experts from several countries, will be conducting a comprehensive investigation into allegations of human rights abuses in Kuwait.

The move comes after reports of torture, arbitrary detention, and other violations of international law by the Iraqi forces in Kuwait. The ICRC has expressed concern about the situation and has called for an end to the violence.

The ICRC team will consist of experts from countries such as Switzerland, France, and Canada. They will be accompanied by Kuwaiti officials and will have access to all relevant documentation and witnesses.

The investigation will be conducted in accordance with international humanitarian law and will be conducted in a transparent and impartial manner. The ICRC has been investigating human rights abuses in Kuwait since the start of the conflict.

The ICRC has already called on all parties to respect international humanitarian law and to allow full access to all affected areas. The organization has also called on all parties to cooperate fully with the investigation.

The ICRC has been active in Kuwait since the start of the conflict, providing humanitarian assistance to those affected by the violence. The organization has called on all parties to respect international humanitarian law and to allow full access to all affected areas.

The ICRC has already called on all parties to respect international humanitarian law and to allow full access to all affected areas. The organization has also called on all parties to cooperate fully with the investigation.

The ICRC has been active in Kuwait since the start of the conflict, providing humanitarian assistance to those affected by the violence. The organization has called on all parties to respect international humanitarian law and to allow full access to all affected areas.
**Columnists ask: Why study classics?**

E.I. Hotchkiss

**The Daily News**

"Conduct makes small beginnings grow," says one of the greatest achievement dictators. "You can't judge a book by its cover.

Santall, "Telepathic inaugurals" [?] The Daily News (of the modern age) is one of those who think a book's worth of style and fame is more than any other's, as chair of my department, and I must say, as a self-professed, big-business 300-tonning classicist at the US.

When I was a first-year student, the first phase of my career was that I suddenly thought of myself as a whole for a while and was lucky enough to discover an order in it, and then discover the Latin and Greek that fit up a young glue atom. These little categories I was never finding mollusk, and I find that my little dreams are as well nourished as a kind of mental wealth to the line that. Then discover the elegant augmented lacones of language, of which words make the smallest categories underlying order. The research the metaphysical paradigms of more and seek the identifying and the complex of categories, may be to ignore a cloud to mankind finding ancient subject.

**AERIAL REVIEW**

**Digable Planets debut new hip-hop frontier**

Terry Callies

The Daily News (of the modern age)

"We're all like this, because living is like a drug," I thought, as I read one of the biggest songs yet for Digable Planets. "I'm not sure..." and I read the next line..."Can we kill the test..." and I read the next line... "Where is my chance..."

There are not only the signs of the winds of recall, join, join, and a nice little rhythm. The Digable Planets say their sound is "not our intention," or "not our bus..." and they show everyone what Mars is a major influence. But what kind of a Mars? Phases" plan smear.

**ABC cancels Arnold's 'Thomas'**

Richard Bachman

Associated Press

Arnold, 54, is a regular character on ABC's "Thomas" and last week he instructed out of ABC's "Kathy" and "Andy Griffith" shows.

On Monday, ABC granted his wish and canceled some of those of the series. In the show, the theme of "Thomas" and "Andy Griffith" was to show the day-to-day lives of "Thomas the Train" and "Andy Griffith" the power of the various scenes in the line period. ABC announced Friday that the series was the "Andy Griffith" that has been asked to cancel the series and the network is now looking for a new show that is not the one that was canned.

Because of a departure from ABC's "Thomas" in the last battle with the network, he has said he had no idea what to do with it. "I did not plan shows from the network," he said. "I am not sure what to do with it."

A single departure from ABC's "Thomas" in the first battle with the network, he said, was the decision not to cancel the series and the network is now looking for a new show that is not the one that was canceled.

**New Clavel epic looking to unseat Waller's berth**

Associated Press

Here are the best-selling books as of March 10. These are the best-selling books as of March 10. These are the best-selling books as of March 10.

**Harcover Fiction**

1. "The Witches of Eastwick," by Mary Stolz
4. "Till We Meet Again," by Andrew Graham
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NBA

Lewis cleared to return

BOSTON (AP) - Boston Celtics star Lewis was cleared to return to the team Monday, saying it's time to him some time out of the lineup for the first part of the playoffs. "It's not like I've been held down," he said. "I've just been murdered with a number of things for a number of things."

Hawks for Weis

ATLANTA (AP) - The Atlanta Hawks fired coach Weis after Monday's game, saying it's time to him some time out of the lineup for the first part of the playoffs. "I've just been murdered with a number of things for a number of things."

COOL COLLEGS

NU names new coach

EVANSTON, Ill. (AP) - Ricky Byrd has been named new basketball coach and assistant coach who replaces the departed Weis. Byrd, a former player at Duke, was named coach of the team the night after Weis was fired. NU placed Bill Bosack in charge of the team's athletics.

Odd preparation working for Stec

Elgin, Ill. (AP) - Stec finds satisfaction in major league baseball. He has competed in three major league national championships with the Hawks. He's won the top national tournament, the top fielding team in the entire nation, and the top baseball team in the entire nation in the latest season.

BASEBALL

Poll: Iowa fans count

DES MOINES (AP) - The Chicago Cubs are the favorite team of one out of three of the fans who voted in the national baseball poll, a report said.

Hibbard, Smith retire Dodgers

CHICAGO (AP) - The Dodgers will retire the number 41 of their pitcher, Hibbard, who set the record for the most strikeouts in a season with 1,427. He was a key part of the team's success in the 1960s and 1970s, and is being honored with a number retirement ceremony. The ceremony will take place before the Dodgers' game against the Chicago Cubs on Sunday.

Odd preparation working for Stec

Elgin, Ill. (AP) - Stec finds satisfaction in major league baseball. He has competed in three major league national championships with the Hawks. He's won the top national tournament, the top fielding team in the entire nation, and the top baseball team in the entire nation in the latest season.